BEYOND ‘DRAGON IN THE BUSH’: THE STUDY OF CHINA–AFRICA RELATIONS
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ABSTRACT
In the wake of China’s Year of Africa in 2006, China–Africa relations are currently the subject of unprecedented attention. However, although those relations are widely covered they are also under-researched. This article offers an introduction to China–Africa relations, covering background to the history and politics of Chinese involvement in the continent and identifying areas of further research. It concludes by calling for the study of China–Africa relations to develop a culture of serious research beyond current ‘dragon in the bush’ preoccupations and so engage a complex subject that is about to become a mainstream issue in African politics.

RELATIONS BETWEEN AFRICA AND CHINA ARE TOPICAL. Once again, ‘a new Wind from the East is blowing across Africa’,¹ and it is attracting unprecedented attention. This is driven in part by the wider resurgence of China in world affairs, but much is also the result of the recent visibility and interest in the growing presence, roles, and impacts of Chinese actors throughout the continent. China’s ‘Year of Africa’ in 2006 saw cascading media and academic interest and, fifty years after Egypt became the first country on the continent to establish diplomatic relations with the People’s Republic of China (PRC), culminated in the high-profile third Forum on China–Africa Cooperation. The scramble by Western governments, international organizations, and NGOs to assess the implications of China’s rise in Africa and how to ‘engage’ China over Africa, and Africa over China, continues.

In 1968 George Yu, a leading contributor to China–Africa research, wrote that “‘studying China in Africa is much like pursuing a dragon in the bush. The dragon is imposing but the bush is dense’.”² The notion of a Chinese
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‘dragon’ operating in the African ‘bush’, its actions constrained by yet selectively visible against ‘unfamiliar terrain’, persists in much of the language and assumptions used to describe China–Africa relations today. This is particularly the case in Western coverage. The effect is often emotively to describe China’s rise in Africa in terms of a monolithic Chinese dragon in an unvariegated African bush stripped of historical and political content. It is time, however, to go beyond this framework of presenting and thinking about different levels and dynamics of the emerging Chinese relations with 48 (53) African states.

The background to issues of current concern has at times been understandably neglected amidst a general preoccupation with the present. The subject has produced a number of studies to date even if it has been an under-researched area overall. In China the Institute of Asian–African Studies was established in July 1961 following Chairman Mao’s observation that ‘We don’t have a clear understanding of African history, geography and the present situation.’ Subsequent research would be affected by politics inside and outside China and, as Li Anshan has noted, ‘African studies in China have been more or less a mystery to Africanists in other parts of the world.’ Within the Western academy, however, the study of China–Africa relations is probably too formal a description of what has proceeded hitherto in a rather ad hoc, limited fashion, especially since the 1960s. It has been – and largely remains – disadvantaged by the longstanding divide between research on African and Chinese politics and foreign relations. This has produced a persisting symmetrical neglect: like China’s relations with Latin America or the Middle East – studied yet comparatively marginalized in the literature – Africa has never been a mainstream subject in the study of Chinese foreign relations. It has tended to be subsumed as part of the Third World – and even then as not an especially noteworthy constitutive member. In the study of African politics and foreign relations, China similarly has never been deemed sufficiently important to merit dedicated, sustained research. This might be attributed to the apparently ambitious and ideologically prominent post-colonial Chinese engagement in Africa.

4. Depending on how those states that currently recognize Taiwan Burkina Faso, the Republic of The Gambia, the Republic of Malawi, the Democratic Republic of São Tomé and Príncipe, and the Kingdom of Swaziland are considered.
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that was in practice limited and mostly upstaged by the major vectors of colonial and post-colonial change: decolonization, Cold War competition (China’s rivalry with the Soviet Union – and Taiwan, to an extent – tending to attract more attention than its actual conduct in Africa), followed by the structural adjustment period that coincided with a more inward-focused, modernizing China.

This article is aimed at those familiar with and interested in African affairs but for whom China, and China–Africa relations, is new. It offers an accessible introductory guide to the literature and sketches aspects of the background to the history, and especially the politics, of China–Africa relations. The former has been somewhat overlooked, apart from the popular rediscovery of the Muslim eunuch Admiral Zheng He, and the latter is an area whose importance is set to grow as Chinese actors become more established in Africa. Secondly, it identifies avenues of further research in an area that is showing signs of developing into an eclectic subject of academic study. The conclusion calls for the study of China–Africa relations to develop a culture of rigorous applied research capable of engaging the complexity of what will soon be a mainstream issue in African politics.

**Historical background**

History is frequently invoked as a common reference point in the official discourse of contemporary China–Africa relations. Current appreciation of China’s historical involvement in the world, including Africa, contrasts with former notions about its supposedly isolated position at the centre of a hierarchical tributary system. Recognition that Chinese foreign relations over time have been characterized by a plural approaches, as opposed to a single dominant and enduring tradition, thus provides a suitable framework for considering its current relations. In this, Africa figures in the contemporary reassessment of China’s earlier involvement in the world. The Ming Dynasty’s (1368–1644) lack of a lasting colonizing project in eastern Africa provides a different chapter in the history of comparative world colonialisms. However, the way in which history plays in the present is


revealing. The symbolic and more instrumental uses of a shared, interpreted past is one salient facet of China’s officially mobilized version of its historical connections with Africa today, the flipside of which often comes in the form of virtuous commitments against any future hegemonic role.

An historically informed approach to contemporary relations clearly affords a better perspective on China’s route to and position in the modern world order, as well as growing China–Africa relations. Essential reading about the historical background to China–Africa relations is Philip Snow’s *The Star Raft: China’s Encounter with Africa*. This pioneering work provides a comprehensive account of a subject that had fallen by the wayside in the 1980s, with an engaging narrative conveying the richness of historical contacts and instructive thematic coverage of post-1949 relations.

Understanding the lineages of today’s interest also constructively historicizes emerging debates on various issues. The current period departs in significant ways from its precursors in China’s historical relations with Africa. Nonetheless, concern with the negative dimensions of China’s re-engagement in Africa echoes a similar debate in the West during the 1960s. Literature from the Cold War provides an instructive point of comparison with recent coverage, much of which has reprised the concerns as well as the themes (and even the titles) of the 1960s. One such text from the heat of the 1960s is Cooley’s *East Wind over Africa: Red China’s African..."
Offensive, which provides access to that heady time of ideological intrigue.\textsuperscript{17} This earlier literature also compares interestingly with some of today’s media coverage: the PRC as an intentionally destabilizing revolutionary factor in Africa versus China’s current inclination to support the status quo and established African governments; the PRC as an ideological threat to newly independent African states versus China as an interest-driven threat to ‘good governance’ or ‘democratization’ today. The language may have changed (Cold War period ‘gun running’, ‘propaganda’ or ‘indoctrination’ as opposed to more recent ‘arms sales’ or ‘soft power’\textsuperscript{18}), but concerns about the Chinese impact on African politics have reappeared and intensified in certain quarters.

\textbf{China’s post-colonial relations with Africa}

Peter Van Ness’s characterization of China’s post-colonial interaction with the Third World as ‘a shifting pattern of engagement and indifference’\textsuperscript{19} might be extended to academic and media interest in China’s African relations. China’s Africa relations last attained a comparable visibility during and after Zhou Enlai’s path-breaking African tour in 1963–4. This provoked an upsurge of media and academic interest, not to mention West European and American government attention. As decolonization proceeded, and amidst Sino-Soviet competition in Africa, there were other reasons behind such interest. China was mostly approached as a less intimidating part of the broader Communist threat to Africa.\textsuperscript{20} However, not unlike today’s Africa variation of the ‘China Threat’ analysis, questions about China’s expansionist or aggressive behaviour were also considered.\textsuperscript{21}


\textsuperscript{18} See Joshua Kurlantzick, \textit{Charm Offensive: How China’s soft power is transforming the world} (Yale University Press, New Haven, 2007) for a recent discussion.


One pattern characterizing coverage has been for commentary to wax and wane in tandem with officially declared Chinese policy on African affairs and its related actions. For instance, at the last peak period of Western interest, in the mid-1960s, Africa was often considered important to the PRC’s foreign relations. As Yu wrote: ‘Africa occupies without doubt a central place in the contemporary foreign policy of Communist China.’22 Not long afterwards, in the context of a number of setbacks for China’s strategic objectives in Africa (including the aborted second Asian–African Conference of 1965) together with other world events (escalating US engagement in Vietnam, political convulsions in Indonesia), Yu also wrote about ‘China’s failure in Africa’.23 On the back of the quiet 1980s, Segal dismissed China in Africa (though he, like Yu later on, did allow for the future development of relations).24

The literature on China’s foreign relations with the Third World features Africa as part of a wider approach to ‘non-aligned’, ‘developing’ or ‘Southern’ countries.25 In this vein, Jackson’s detailed case study of Chinese foreign policy towards Angola and Mozambique sees the country strategies as operating within the framework of China’s Third World foreign policy.26 Where attention was devoted more specifically to China, this was often in the context of its competition with Taiwan in African context.27 China also features as a case study in the literature on Communist relations with the Third World28 and ‘Great Power’ relations with Africa.29 A leading textbook on China’s foreign relations departed from this pattern by having a dedicated Africa chapter by Philip Snow, probably the best overview of the subject before the recent upsurge of interest.30

Journal coverage was complemented by monographs. Of note here is the work of Emmanuel Hevi, a Ghanaian who studied in China and wrote both from the perspective of ‘Africa in Peking’ and ‘Peking in Africa’. Dedicated to his book *An African Student in China* ‘To Mother Africa’, he sought ‘to tell Africa what Communist China is really like’. This explicitly political volume warns Africans that Nkrumah will lead Africa down a dangerous Chinese road, recounting ‘the China I saw and experienced: the China which so enchants many leading figures in African politics that they want to make it their model’. Hevi’s *The Dragon’s Embrace: The Chinese Communists and Africa* presented a forceful argument against Chinese communism in Africa. His conclusion, and call to ‘have faith in Africa’, illustrate an earlier interest in, and attempt to formulate, ‘African responses’ to China that resonate with today’s calls for strategic African responses to the challenges and opportunities China’s engagement with Africa has brought.

Other texts included Ogunsanwo’s *China’s Policy in Africa, 1958–71*, a chronological examination of how China’s involvement developed in importance as part of China’s overall foreign policy; he argues that Chinese behaviour was characterized by a combination of state-determined pragmatic interests and revolutionary ideology (‘revolutionary pragmatism’). A different, more theoretically engaged approach was employed in Larkin’s *China and Africa 1949–1970: The foreign policy of the People’s Republic of China*. This contextualized Africa within wider Chinese foreign policy as less important, advocated ‘a more complex understanding’ of China’s African engagement, and called for analysis to transcend convenient explanations for China’s African engagement (variations on separately identified or combined issues such as Taiwan, the Sino-Soviet dispute, and short-term economic or political gains). Arguing that ideological commitment to world revolution was driving China’s role in Africa, even if this was ‘more expressive than substantive’, Larkin considered this longer-term objective unlikely to succeed. Larkin departs from contemporary coverage by offering a more disaggregated account of China’s African policy within a more theoretical analysis of its ideological motors, resting in part on available Chinese sources.

33. Ibid. 201.
Yu sought to illuminate Chinese foreign policy in Africa through the example of Tanzania. China’s African Policy: A study of Tanzania examined the ‘foreign policy and interaction pattern’ between China and Tanzania in what was characterized as ‘the Chinese-Tanzanian partial informal alliance’. Yu argued that wider dynamics of Chinese foreign policy could be shown using a detailed case study of Tanzania, and aimed to demonstrate how China–Tanzanian relations extended beyond bilateral connections to embrace and contribute to China’s relations with Africa and the Third World more generally. Besides discussion of Chinese and Tanzanian ‘national images’, Yu analyses the nature of the China–Tanzania alliance, including mutually advantageous ‘triangular’ relations involving China and Sweden in development projects, notably the Tazara railway, China’s key development assistance project in Africa completed in 1975. Themes of continuing relevance include the potential ‘agency’ of African governments, and the challenges of managing relations to optimal African advantage: ‘The problem for Tanzania was how to maintain the special relationship yet not become economically and politically dependent on China.’ One route to maximize African benefit from Chinese involvement, and possibly foreclose new forms of dependency, is suggested in non-aligned Tanzania’s ‘judicious balancing of aid from different sources’. In contending that the behaviour of China fell within the limits of Tanzania’s tolerance of external interference, Yu presages an emerging area of contention today, namely the necessary evolution of China’s African involvement once the boundaries of its ‘late-entry’ non-interference mode of engagement are tested and transgressed.

The ‘China model’: development in Africa

Africa was cited by certain reforming Chinese intellectuals, including Liang Qichao, as a warning example to the Qing Dynasty (1644–1911) of the perils of full colonial domination. The thrust of much interest in a ‘model’ to follow, however, has come from those looking to China for potential answers to questions of African development. Whereas post-1949 China was devastated by war, and levels of ‘development’ in certain African states were above that of China and other East Asian countries, today China offers an impressive, if highly mixed, demonstration of a developing yet already significantly advanced economy. The widespread current interest in China
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as a ‘development model’ that might be looked to for ideas and assistance is happening in a very different political context from that of the post-colonial period, when the radicalism of certain African leaders had conjoined with a desire for colonial emancipation to render Communist China a promising object of interest. The PRC encouraged this with political exchanges and extensive aid programmes. These are outlined in a number of contemporary sources; others consider Chinese operations in Africa and different parts of the world.

The lack of empirical research on Chinese aid in Africa was highlighted and corrected by Deborah Brautigam. China’s ‘largely unexamined’ foreign aid programme, she wrote, ‘has as deep a history and as broad a range of experience as any established in the West’. A leading part of that history in Africa is explored in Jamie Monson’s work on the history of the Tazara railway. However, in her seminal *Chinese Aid and African Development: Exporting Green Revolution*, Brautigam demonstrated that ‘the absence of documentation on the work of the People’s Republic of China is a major gap both in the literature on development and in studies of China’s relations with the Third World’. Unlike other publications that mostly used available secondary English language sources, Brautigam drew on extensive fieldwork and Chinese sources to explore China’s agricultural aid programme with Liberia, Sierra Leone and The Gambia. Spanning the Cultural Revolution and post-Mao periods, she engaged three phases of Chinese politics, allowing questions about the domestic sources of China’s foreign aid programme to Africa and impact over time to be explored. Development policy reflections are also presented as part of an analysis of variables affecting

the relative success or failure of Chinese aid programmes, including how
the conjunction of agriculturally innovative projects and weak institutional
situations produced problematic development outcomes.48

The current period

There were comparatively few publications on China–Africa relations
during the 1990s: Ian Taylor was one of the few Western scholars to work on
the subject,49 and coverage of Taiwanese diplomacy in Africa continued.50
However, Chris Alden’s book China in Africa stands out amongst the recent
publications in providing a measured, condensed single-volume analysis.51
Other publications include Taylor’s China and Africa: Engagement and com-
promise and China in Africa: Mercantilist predator or partner in development?
(edited by le Pere)52. Barry Sautman and Yan Hairong’s analysis of China’s
‘distinctive links’ with Africa provides a more critical departure.53 Generally
speaking, coverage has neglected Chinese-language sources and the expand-
ing body of recent literature on Chinese foreign relations.54 Nonetheless,

48. See also Deborah Brautigam, ‘Close encounters: Chinese business networks as industrial
catalysts in sub-Saharan Africa’, African Affairs 102, 408 (2003), pp. 447–67. See also her
in Southeast Asia and sub-Saharan Africa: networks and linkages to the global economy’ in Ernest Aryeetey, Julius Court, Machiko Nissanke and Beatrice Weder (eds), Asia and Africa in the Global Economy (UN University Press, Tokyo, 2003), pp. 106–27.
49. His works include ‘China’s foreign policy towards Africa in the 1990s’, Journal of Modern
African Studies 36, 3 (1998), pp. 443–60; ‘The “Captive States” of Southern Africa and China:
the PRC and Botswana, Lesotho and Swaziland’, Journal of Commonwealth and Comparative
Politics 35, 2 (1997), pp. 75–95; and, with Scarlett Corneliussen, ‘The political economy of
Chinese and Japanese linkages with Africa: a comparative perspective’, Pacific Review 13, 4
(2000), pp. 615–33. For official Chinese views, see the English language journal ChinaAfrica.
50. George T. Yu and David J. Longenecker, ‘The Beijing–Taipei struggle for international
recognition: from the Niger affair to the UN’, Asian Survey 34, 5 (1994), pp. 475–88; Deon
Geldenhuys, ‘The politics of South Africa’s “China Switch”, Issues and Studies 33, 7 (1997),
pp. 93–131; Ian Taylor, ‘Africa’s place in the diplomatic competition between Beijing and
Taipei’, Issues and Studies 34, 3 (1998), pp. 126–43; Richard Payne and Cassandra Veney,
‘Taiwan and Africa: Taipei’s continuing search for international recognition’, African and Asian
relations: the end of the beginning’ in Peter Draper and Garth le Pere (eds), Enter the Dragon:
Towards a free trade agreement between China and the Southern African Customs Union (Institute
for Global Dialogue/South African Institute for International Affairs, Midrand, 2006),
52. Ian Taylor, China and Africa: Engagement and compromise (Routledge, Abingdon, 2006);
Garth le Pere (ed.), China in Africa: Mercantilist predator or partner in development? le Pere.
(Institute for Global Dialogue, Midrand, and South African Institute for International Affairs,
Johannesburg, 2007).
53. See Barry Sautman and Yan Hairong, ‘Friends and Interests: China’s Distinctive Links
with Africa’, African Studies Review 50, 3 (December 2007); and ‘Forest for the Trees: Trade,
54. Including Yongjin Zhang and Greg Austin (eds), Power and Responsibility in Chinese Foreign
Policy (Asia Pacific Press, Canberra, 2001); Yong Deng and Fei-Ling Wang (eds), China
other works include a special edition of the *South African Journal for International Affairs*, and *African Perspectives on China in Africa*, which provides a mixed collection of views ranging from critical to celebratory.

Trade and resource extraction have generated the most literature to date. Resource extraction is generally presented as the primary motivating dynamic behind the current Chinese engagement in Africa. The related and contentious subject of governance has not been the subject of the same degree of academic research. This theme emerges in more generalist coverage characterized by ‘thin’ and ‘thick’ critical interpretations on the impact of the Chinese role on politics in Africa, and is foregrounded by development policy publications.

---


In terms of country studies, literature on South Africa is more extensive than other countries. This might be expected given its importance in China–Africa relations and the fact that interest ignited in South Africa significantly before the more prominent global coverage of today. Garth le Pere and Garth Shelton’s *China, Africa and South Africa* is a notable recent publication. There are a small number of studies on other countries. Amidst speculation about the impact of China’s re-engagement in Africa over the medium and longer terms, two contrasting views stand out. Alden’s consideration of ‘Africa without Europeans’ broaches the possibility of transformative impact, whereas Clapham, emphasizing the constraints on external actors in Africa, argues that China’s intervention is unlikely to change Africa fundamentally.

**Future research**

Recent Western literature on China–Africa relations, with certain exceptions, could be considered as the first wave of sometimes reactive but generally broad-ranging assessments of a comparatively new or recently reanimated subject. Generally these have not involved extensive sustained field research. The very ‘China–Africa’ formula in part reflects wider concerns of a geopolitical nature as well as a renewal of global interest in Africa, in considerable part because of China’s interest and an underlying global reconfiguration of relations.

The separation between those studying Africa and China, broadly conceived especially in terms of foreign relations, has produced a theme

---

64. Chris Alden, ‘Africa without Europeans’ and Christopher Clapham, ‘Fitting China in’, both in Alden, Large and Soares de Oliveira (eds), *China Returns to Africa*.
familiar in other contexts of the study of Chinese foreign relations concerning assumptions about and perceptions of Chinese ‘power’. Breslin’s question: ‘Is China as powerful as some people are making it out to be?’ is pertinent in the African context where ‘China’s apparent (and, more importantly, imagined) presence, reach, and role appear to loom large and promise – or threaten, depending on outlook – so much. The distinction of approaching China from the ‘inside out’ and from ‘outside in’ captures much of the contrast between analyses that highlight Chinese ‘power’ (‘outside in’) and those that emphasize China’s ‘vulnerability and dependence rather than power’ (‘inside out’). The latest Chinese engagement throughout Africa might thus also be approached from two related but differently oriented starting positions, the first anchored in China and connecting Chinese dynamics to the African context, and the second, starting from within defined African locales and engaging the Chinese presence in grounded context.

What have been until recently somewhat estranged areas of academic research appear to be fusing as China–Africa relations become a subject of academic study, not to mention the object of increasing attention from development policy practitioners. At the same time, however, the subject to date remains paradoxically under-researched and, as Alves and Draper rightly note, ‘a host of research questions remain’. Despite wide coverage since 2006 in particular, there remain often basic knowledge gaps about many areas of China’s expanding involvement in Africa. Given some of the more inflated claims about the impact of China in Africa, often contained within arguments about a ‘new scramble’ or ‘new imperialism’, there is a marked gap between the perceptions and exaggerated projections of an inexorable Chinese rise in Africa and knowledge of how this is actually playing out. In 1975 Hutchison noted the ‘striking discrepancy between what China was actually doing and what her critics said she was doing’ but emphasized that he was not providing ‘an apologia for China’s African policies’.

66. Shaun Breslin, ‘Power and production: rethinking China’s global economic role’, Review of International Studies 31, 4 (2005), p. 735. This was prompted by Segal’s article, which argued that China was overrated as a world power but had mastered the art of diplomatic theatre to suggest otherwise. See Gerald Segal, ‘Does China matter?’, Foreign Affairs 78, 5 (1999), pp. 24–36.


68. Philip Alves and Peter Draper, ‘China’s growing role in Africa’ in Garth le Pere (ed.), China in Africa, p. 28.

69. A good example of field-based research is that on the Chinese construction sector in Angola, Sierra Leone, Zambia, and Tanzania. See Lucy Corkin and Christopher Burke, ‘China’s interest and activity in Africa’s construction and infrastructure sectors’ (Research Report, Centre for Chinese Studies, Stellenbosch University, 2006).

involvement in Africa has flowed more towards critical coverage, though that appears to be evolving as a reflection of broader dynamics. The difficulty of navigating between competing poles of binary positions for any critically aware engagement remains.

The challenge is to deepen research and analysis of key current areas of Chinese engagement in Africa. This includes the (global) political economy of resource extraction, but also, importantly, should entail extending research beyond concerns that dominate headlines and addressing a broader range of issues. In following this objective, ethnographic methodologies and work that integrates a range of Chinese and African sources will particularly enrich current and future research, as Gillian Hart and Nina Sylvanus demonstrate.71 Reliance on English-language sources has clear limitations, including the danger of playing out a self-referential logic. In this light, notable examples of multilingual ethnographic research enabling rich engagement with Chinese involvement include Elisabeth Hsu’s work on Chinese medicine in Tanzania and Haugen and Carling’s work on Cape Verde.72 While a select few countries have attracted most attention – Angola joining Sudan, Zimbabwe and, for different reasons, South Africa – ‘small places’ like Cape Verde provide insights not merely into the quotidian details of Chinese actors in Africa and the success story of Chinese business involvement, but also transnational processes casting light on aspects of contemporary China and the emerging pluralism of Chinese–African relations. This ‘view from the edge’ is enriching.73

There are clearly a range of areas that remain to be researched in depth and a number of disciplinary perspectives will doubtless be mobilized as different fields of the social sciences engage appropriate concerns and theoretical debates. The growing interest in, and demand for, policy-relevant research from development agencies on questions of ‘engaging China’ about the conduct of its relations with Africa is indicative of the wider catalytic impact China’s new African relations are likely to have within development studies. Concern over governance questions and the consequences of the new ‘triangulation’ in African foreign policy options, which reprise similar concerns in a very different context to those raised over Communist

China’s influence in decolonized Africa, appear set to rejuvenate a number of debates, including those over democratization and development.

Research could be pursued productively in a number of areas. From an ‘Africa–China’ perspective, these include unpacking the detail of African government reactions and policies and the unfolding institutional responses of the African Union and NEPAD to China. Business activity and the political economy of Chinese investment is another key subject. This includes but is by no means confined to resource extraction, as the examples of Chinese textile manufacturing in Southern Africa and issues concerning employment, labour relations, and the environment in various contexts illustrate. The related nature, reception, and impact of Chinese aid projects in Africa – including donor activities and financing, and the emerging politics of Chinese development in Africa – is a broad and topical theme, especially given the rapid rise and importance of the China Import Export Bank. Finally, the reception of Chinese actors by African communities over time, their social integration, and other questions of impact are themes that are woven into a number of issues. A notable and sensitive area where research is needed concerns the nature and impact of the growing Chinese social presence across the continent. This is apparently expanding in significant numbers, and has already emerged as a politically contentious issue, in places fuelling xenophobia and political tensions at different levels, although little hard information is available.

There is a pronounced need to deepen understanding of China and bring in Chinese perspectives on the subject. Areas where further research exploring the Chinese side might be productive include the nature of Chinese policy making on Africa, in what currently is an engagement involving multiple state bureaucratic bodies that can operate with conflicting agendas on African policy. How political structures in China other than the central state – provincial governments and municipalities in particular – pursue relations in Africa, and how networked Chinese business investment in Africa plays out, are additional areas that pose connected questions concerning the issue of ‘principal-agent’ dilemmas at different levels of China’s multiple bureaucracies seeking to enhance economic engagement. Despite the merits of ‘de-stating’ coverage along these lines, this ought not to proceed at the expense of misunderstanding the importance and particular nature of the Chinese state, its position and growing role in the global


African business activities, commercial links and social existence in China. A further challenge is to move beyond China–Africa coverage that orbits almost exclusively around state elites, and disaggregate a number of areas too commonly presented as unitary bodies. Connecting and extending analysis of elites into wider social contexts would contribute to opening up key transnational processes of developing interactions. The micro-dynamics of China’s current and developing relations with Africa is one area where ethnographic work, drawing upon appropriate languages, might be rewarding. The rich detail of Chinese links with Africa that this approach produces can lead to more general conclusions, as well as capturing those less visible but important subjects, such as race, gender and questions of power, that have been largely emasculated to date. This would open up interesting points of comparison with the thrust of Western engagement, including the contrasting entry points of external actors into Africa and those areas problematically upheld as distinctly Chinese (such as ‘enclave existence’). Transcending the state-bounded framework of analysing economic ties would move beyond the misleading notion of a neatly bounded ‘Chinese’ economy to reflect the interdependent reality of the global manufacturing and trade system located in China and contributing in part to its African links.

Conclusion

Attention to China–Africa relations fluctuated in the post-colonial period amidst the Cold War and China’s episodic involvement. Today, however, there is greater reason than before to argue that China’s re-engagement with Africa will persist, deepen and be consequential. Similar views have been expressed by commentators from the 1960s, and the complexities and contingencies of current relations should not be underestimated, but much of China’s involvement currently appears to be predicated on medium- or long-term objectives, and is occurring as China’s economic and resource interdependence in the world economy becomes more of a reality than before. Rather differently to the notion of a ‘dragon’ conspicuously operating on ‘unfamiliar terrain’, the latest wave of Chinese relations looks set to become an established part of the African continent.

Chinese involvement throughout Africa and African engagement with China are two broad areas attracting increased attention at a number of levels. This article has merely begun to engage a dynamic field whose academic literature is set to increase exponentially. However, the subject and the analytical construction of ‘China in Africa’ should additionally challenge the way in which the predominant approach to studying China, Africa and
their growing interrelations has been developed. As pursued in the Western academy, at least, the subject is ripe for reflection on questions about studying and representing ‘the other’ (how African actors frame and engage China, and how China studies France, Britain, or America in Africa, as well as Africa itself, are related questions).

In contrast to the comparative neglect of Africa in coverage of post-colonial Chinese foreign relations, the unprecedented contemporary interest from the media, academic quarters and a range of governments and international organizations has not been matched by research thus far. It is to be hoped, however, that beyond the initial wave of interest, the study of Chinese engagement throughout Africa will develop into a fully fledged subject of inquiry in its own right and produce in-depth, more theoretically rigorous research to inform debate and deepen understanding. This would be one means to transcend the ‘dragon in the bush’ framework. Incorporating the study of China in Africa within the wider parameters of research directed toward Africa–Asia – or ‘South–South’ – relations would also help. The near-exclusive focus on Chinese involvement has upstaged rising Indian and continuing Japanese (not to mention Taiwanese) engagement, as well as that of other countries, including Middle Eastern ones.76 A potentially more rewarding approach to studying China–Africa relations might be to pursue this within a wider framework of African–Asian relations. This might help break down binary China–Africa conceptions at the same time as engaging what could well be shaping up to become the most important development for the continent since the end of the Cold War.